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French speakers of L2 English →
Propensity to produce some aspiration noise at 
the onset of vowel-initial words
•Phonemic contrast:
I ate ou I hate? 
•Ambiguity removed by the context: 
•Hypothesis:
French speakers do not « interpret » the initial 
glottal stop properly
(Adamczewski et Keen 1973)
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• [h] intrusions = rare (Gut 2012, Choon et al. 2013)
• Unclear correlations between:
• Elisions and intrusions of [h]
• Speaker’s command of English and intrusive [h]
• Triggering factors (John & Cardoso 2008; Janda & Auger
1992)
• Stress on the initial vowel
• Pauses, vowels, <H> or /h/ in the preceding context
• Formal speech and reading tasks
• Causes (Janda & Auger 1992; Eckman et al. 2013)
• Hypercorrection (« late stage of acquisition »)
• Lexical confusion
• English /h/ over time
• Origin: lenition of IE. stops and fricatives
• Perceptual weakness (role of F1)
• Incomplete distribution (rarefaction)
• Variation with [ʔ]
• <H>: hiatus marker 3
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Spread glottis (source of aspiration noise)
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Vocal tract settings (and resonances) of the 
following vowel
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Glottalisation  vs Aspiration
Glottalisation 
Glottis : closed + tense
Aspiration
Glottis : open + tense
Intrusive h = not always a 
segment (« epenthesis »)
Intrusions in our corpus = 
either a totally breathy vowel
OR a segment characterised
by aspiration noise (average
duration: 100 ms)
Gestural approach (Articulatory Phonology):   the similarity in [h] 
and the aspiration phase of voiceless stop consonants 
[+ spread] is captured (Browman & Goldstein 1992, 170)
REFERENCES: Pierrehumbert & 
Talkin 1991; Dilley et al. 1996; 
Redi & Shattuck- Hufnagel 2001; 
Garellek 2014. Illustrations here: 
Esling 2005: Laryngeal
Articulator Model 5
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ANGL4: we hold
F1 weakening
Aspiration noise in 
mid-frequencies
F2 and F3 clear
continuous transitions
A drop in intensity
Undetected F0
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• Corpus 1. Read speech. Pilot Study
8 native speakers + 10 French learners of L2 English 
(level: A2 or B1)
20 phrases THE # (adj) Noun
onset: LONG vowel
→ Comparison of hiatus resolution strategies →
glottalisation: +++ in L1 and L2 English (Gen. Am. > SBE)
→ Acoustic analysis of the 24 tokens of aspiration spotted at 
V#V boundaries
• Corpus 2: Spontaneous speech
25 French learners (A2 or B1)
Mean duration of a recording: 6 minutes
→ Auditory detection of 48 tokens of intrusive aspiration 
→ Acoustic analysis
→ Study of their distribution 
Few tokens→ Qualitative analysis
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• Intrusive aspirations = scarce + variable (speaker-
dependent + task-dependent)
 less than 7 % of all #V contexts
• Task: reading (++++ intrusive [h]) vs spontaneous
speech
• Hiatus contexts
• Inter-speaker variation (+++)
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8 Rate of intrusive aspirations to the number of #V 
contexts. Spontaneous speech.
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Intra-speaker variation
21 similar lexical contexts were analysed. When
pronounced by the same speaker; a same phrase can 
contain:
• Glottalisation OR aspiration. 
• I love animals vs I love h animals
• Glottalisation AND aspiration 
→ intrusive glottal opening gesture (cf Goldstein et al. 
2007) 
• Similar duration for inter-word-boundary pauses
• we ask vs we h ask
→Three strategies to pull the vowels apart in a hiatus 
context
→ pause
→ glottalisation
→ aspiration
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Types of learners (n = 35)
• FREQUENT illicit aspirations (3 learners)
• FR1: nearly systematic
• → articulatory trouble or [Ɂ] categorised as /h/?
• FR15 + FR31: frequent
• → trouble in glottal control
(confusion [Ɂ] vs [h])?
• OCCASIONAL illicit aspirations (16 learners) 
• →lexical confusion ?
• → triggered by prosodic factors?
• NO illicit aspirations (16 learners)
• 12 learners produce /h/ with erratic elisions
• 4 learners (FR5, FR9, FR23 and FR28) produce:
• NO intrusive aspiration +
• Systematic /h/ elision (= initial glottalisations), (cf
Kamiyama et al. 2011)
• → Incomplete assimilation of phonetic contrast [h] ~ [Ɂ]
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Spontaneous speech. Phonetic context before
48 word-initial intrusive aspirations 
→PHONETICALLY: Intrusive aspirations never surface after a 
fricative or a stop. Intrusive vocoids surface after final fricatives 
and stops.
→ Intrusive aspirations surface after a vocalic sound or in initial 
position (after a pause) 11
pause (85 ms 
to 1326 ms)
38%
extra-lexical 
vocoid (not 
followed by 
any pause)
17%
lexical vowel 
of the 
preceding 
word
27%
initial position 
following a 
long pause
8%
sonorant ([n], 
[l], [m])
10%
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• Literature review
• /h/ well perceived in CV contexts (Mielke
2003)
•Confusions /p/ vs /h/ in noise (Dutch and 
American speakers) (Cutler et al. 2004)
• /h/ well categorised by French proficient
learners and English native speakers 
(LaCharité et Prévost 1999)
•→ Hypothesis 1: English initial /h/= adequately
identified by French learners
• licit [h] = produced by native speakers
• illicit [h] = produced by French learners
•→ Hypothesis 2 : glottalised vocalic onsets are 
categorised as /h/ by French speakers
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Protocol
• 4 x 20 stimuli
• Licit aspirations (< English speakers)
• Illicit aspirations ( < French speakers)
• Modal vowels
• Glottalised vowels
• Taken from:
• French learners’ L2 English (x40) 
< my data
• Native speakers (x40) 
< my data + Aix-MARSEC (Auran, Bouzon, et Hirst 2004)
A stimulus = a first (full) word followed by the first syllable of 
the second word (syllabic cut in line with Longman 
Pronunciation Dictionary)
• Task: identification: [h] or [V] at the onset of the second 
word?
• 30 listeners: Final year students (age: 18 y.o.) 
→ 2400 responses
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→ Initial aspirations are identified as /h/ (p< 0,0001) 
→ English speakers’ /h/ is better identified than French learners’ 
[h] (p = 0,002)
→ Lack of significance for Hypothesis 2 : glottalised vocalic onsets
are not significantly categorised as /h/ by French speakers, 
although a tendency can be found.
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1) Perception and learning of phones
Two types of learner-dependent processes
a) - - [h] insertions AND  + + [h] elisions
→ /h/ is not categorised as a non-native phoneme.
→ Only [Ɂ] is available in production (for hV or #V onsets )
b) +  + [h] insertions  AND  + [h] elisions
→/h/ is categorised as a non-native phoneme
→ BUT: phonetic contrast [Ɂ] vs [h] has not been fully
assimilated
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How can intrusive aspirations be accounted for?
Reminder: Hypercorrection: main hypothesis
Our data →multiple high-level & low-level linguistic
processes, including lower-ranking (phonetic) constraints
Word boundaries +++ (role of preceding context: hiatus)
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2) Syllable structure. Phonological repair
• Emergence of extra-lexical schwas in word-final position in the 
preceding context
• + intrusive aspirations at the onset of vowel-initial words
→ Hiatus resolution process = the two vowels are pulled apart
→ Syllable repair:
→ Glottals are  good candidates for epenthesis (Lombardi 
2002)
→ A familiar syllable pattern is restored: CV for onsets
(French learners do not like English codas: C# → CV#)
Eg 1: /CVC#VC.VC.VCC/ → [CVC*ə # *hV]
(love ə # h animals)
Eg 2: /CV#VC/ → [CV#CVCV]
(we # h eatə)
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3) Articulatory process
Cf Articulatory Phonology (Browman & Goldstein 1986; 1992)
had ≠ add : glottal spreading gesture
Illicit phonetic insertions: non-phonemic & due to gestural
mistiming (Davidson & Stone 2003)
→ aspiration = spread + tense glottis
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3) Articulatory process
Cf Articulatory Phonology (Browman & Goldstein 1986; 1992)
had ≠ add : glottal spreading gesture
Illicit phonetic insertions: non-phonemic & due to gestural
mistiming (Davidson & Stone 2003)
→ aspiration = spread + tense glottis
Option 1: intrusive [h] can be segmented. It surfaces between
two vowels or after a long pause
Intrusive gesture of glottal widening→ pulls the two vowels
apart
Planned gesture of glottal closure that does not reach its
target?
Mistiming of gestures → delayed voicing after a pause
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3) Articulatory process
Cf Articulatory Phonology (Browman & Goldstein 1986; 1992)
had ≠ add : glottal spreading gesture
Illicit phonetic insertions: non-phonemic & due to gestural
mistiming (Davidson & Stone 2003)
→ aspiration = spread + tense glottis
Option 1: intrusive [h] can be segmented. It surfaces between
two vowels or after a long pause
Intrusive gesture of glottal widening→ pulls the two vowels
apart
Planned gesture of glottal closure that does not reach its
target?
Mistiming of gestures → delayed voicing after a pause
Option 2: intrusive [h] cannot be segmented. The entire word-
initial vowel is breathy.
Gestural overlap→ voicing is masked by an overlapping
gesture of glottal opening
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To raise the learner’s awareness of glottal control
Explicit teaching (Ellis 1994). Phonetic and phonological awareness
• Training in glottal control to resolve hiatus
Teaching connected speech rules….
• Linking vs  Glottalisation
(the j apple) (theɁapple) = +++ in Gen. Am.
(Huart 2002) (Davidson & Erker 2014)
• No need to restore CVCV with [h] and [ə] insertions
• CVC (mum, dad) vs CV (maman, papa)
• phoneme vs spelling
• Focus on prosody-driven variation in /h/ realisations
• Henry didn’t do it vs  What’s his job?
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To raise the learner’s awareness of glottal control
Explicit teaching (Ellis 1994). Phonetic and phonological awareness
• Training in glottal control to resolve hiatus
• Linking vs  Glottalisation
(the j apple) (theɁapple) = +++ in Gen. Am.
(Huart 2002) (Davidson & Erker 2014)
• No need to restore CVCV with [h] and [ə] insertions
• CVC (mum, dad) vs CV (maman, papa)
• phoneme vs spelling
• Focus on prosody-driven variation in /h/ realisations
• Henry didn’t do it vs  What’s his job?
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To raise the learner’s awareness of glottal control
Explicit teaching (Ellis 1994). Phonetic and phonological awareness
• Training in glottal control to resolve hiatus
• Linking vs  Glottalisation
(the j apple) (theɁapple) = +++ in Gen. Am.
(Huart 2002) (Davidson & Erker 2014)
• No need to restore CVCV with [h] and [ə] insertions
• CVC (mum, dad) vs CV (maman, papa)
• phoneme vs spelling
• Focus on prosody-driven variation in /h/ realisations
• Henry didn’t do it vs  What’s his job?
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• Participants: 10 high school learners (aged 16-17 y.o.). Level: A2-
B1 (L2 English)
• 1. DAY 1: First Production Task = PRE-TRAINING test
• Read 18 target phrases + distractors
• 9: word-initial /h/ (e: the heart) 
• + 9 word-initial V (the art; we ask)
• Onsets: analysed and coded: G (glottalised vowel) or H (intrusive 
aspiration) or E (elision of /h/) or M (modal vowel)
• 2.  DAY 10: Training session (awareness of aspiration vs 
glottalisation) 
• articulatory principles
• auditory cues
• visual iconic help  (symbols: road signs)
• 3. DAY 14: Second Production Task = POST-TRAINING TEST
The learners:
• Read the same 18 target phrases (no distractors)
• With triggering pictures
• Were expected to determine the type of sandhi they had just realised: 
« glottalisation » vs « linking » vs « aspiration »
• Onsets: analysed and coded: G (glottalised vowel) or H (intrusive 
aspiration) or L (linking)
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Training session 
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Metaphonetic information about the 
glottalisation-aspiration contrast
articulatory
auditory
iconic
Goal:  → improving glottal control through explicit teaching
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3 Hypotheses: 
4 days after the training session = 
13 days after the first production task
1. V#V
• « Correct » productions 
(linking, glottalisation)
• Fewer intrusive 
aspirations
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The participants have « more correct » sandhi strategies. 
2. V#/h/
Fewer elisions
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3. The participants are 
more aware of what they
actually pronounce
They can identify the 
type of sandhi they
articulate: 
« glottalisation » vs 
« linking »
Result 1. The production of  /h/-initial words
• Fewer elisions of /h/
Before training: M= 6,2 / 9 correct [h] 
After training: M =8.4 / 9 correct [h] 
→significant effect of training on the productions of /h/ 
(paired t test → p = 0,04)
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Result 2. The production of vowel-initial words
• More correct sandhi
• Linking strategy: learnt
(2/10 before training vs 10/10 after training)
• Fewer intrusive aspirations
Hiatus resolving strategies
10 French learners pronounced 9 V#V contexts
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Sandhi strategies / Type of voice / Pauses 
were not coded 
Before training. 
H and G before and after training. The chi-square statistic is 7.3318. 
The p-value is .006775. This result is significant at p < .01. 
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Result 3. Awareness (inconclusive)
Conclusion. Study in progress = small sample so far. 
Convenient protocol that might be duplicated with more 
important samples.
Learner Sandhi produced
for « poor animal »
Learner’s
identification 
of their own
production
Rank 
(/23)
FR1 G x 5
FR2 G x 14
FR3 H L 12
FR4 L L 22
FR5 L L 18
FR6 G x 3
FR7 L L 4
FR8 H x 17
FR9 L L 9
FR10 G G 1
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Thank you for your attention.
Contact: 
christelle.exare@gmail.com
